AquaMotion

Instant Hot Water Recirculation Flow Chart

If you have a Dedicated Return Line

If you have a Hot Water Tank

If you have a Tankless Water Heater

Use Model

AMH2K-7

AMH2K-R

If you do not have a Dedicated Return Line

If you have a Hot Water Tank

If you have room & power Under your sink

If you do not have room or power Under your sink

If you have a Tankless Water Heater

If you have room & power Under your sink

If you do not have room or power Under your sink

If you do not have room or power Under your sink and you want On-Demand

AMH1K-3UV

AMH1K-6ODRZT1

AMH1K-RODRN

AMH3K-7

AMH3K-R

AMH1K-RODRN